2D object detection is the task of finding (i) what objects are present in an image and (ii) where they are located, while 3D pose estimation is the task of finding the pose of these objects in 3D space. State-of-the-art methods for solving these tasks follow a two-stage approach where a 3D pose estimation system is applied to bounding boxes (with associated category labels) returned by a 2D detection method. This paper addresses the task of joint object category and 3D pose estimation given a 2D bounding box. We design a residual network based architecture to solve these two seemingly orthogonal tasks with new category-dependent pose outputs and loss functions, and show state-of-the-art performance on the challenging Pas-cal3D+ dataset.
Introduction
Scene understanding is a core problem in computer vision and an important part of many modern vision challenges. One way to understand the image of a scene is to describe it in terms of the objects present in it. This involves answering two key questions:
Q1. What objects are present in the image? Q2. Where are these objects located in the image?
Modern vision systems usually answer these questions jointly in the task of object recognition. They return 2D bounding boxes around the objects in an image, also known as object detection (Q2), and associate each bounding box with an object category label, also known as object category estimation (Q1). However, this 2D description of the world is very limited, especially for tasks like autonomous driving and robot manipulation which require a 3D understanding of the scene. This requires us to also answer the question:
Q3. What are the 3D poses of the objects present in the image? otherwise known as the task of 3D pose estimation.
3D pose estimation is a very old and fundamental problem in the computer vision and robotics community. With the recent successes of deep learning for the tasks of image classification and 2D object detection, many recent works like [35, 33, 37, 25] have used convolutional neural networks for pose estimation. Howerver, all these works use the output of 2D object detection systems like [11] and [31] as input to their 3D pose estimation system. Effectively, they are answering Q1 and Q2 first, and then Q3 in a pipeline approach. Ideally, we would like to have a system that answers all three questions simultaneously i.e a system that does 3D pose estimation for every object it detects, analogous to Mask R-CNN [13] which combines object detection with instance segmentation. Paper contributions: In this paper, we take a step in that direction by combining the tasks of object category estimation (Q1) and 3D pose estimation (Q3), assuming we have bounding boxes around objects in the image (Q2). This is similar to the original R-CNN work [11] where a proposal algorithm would return candidate bounding boxes which would then be refined and classified. We assume the bounding box is provided by an oracle and we predict the object category label and 3D pose, see Fig. 1 . Our key contributions are: (1) a residual network based architecture to solve the tasks of object category estimation and 3D pose estimation jointly, (2) new formulations and loss functions for 3D pose when the object category label is not known and (3) state-of-the-art results on the challenging Pascal3D+ [38] dataset. We also present an analysis of various decision choices made in our proposed approach. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use residual networks [14] , that have worked very well for the task of image classification, for 3D pose estimation. We do note that [12] also use residual networks but for azimuth / orientation estimation.
Related Work
There are two main lines of research that are relevant to our work: (i) 3D Pose estimation given object category label and (ii) Joint object category and pose estimation. There are many non-deep learning based approaches like [23, 16, 4, 30, 32, 5, 1, 17] , and many others that have not been mentioned here, that have designed systems to solve these two tasks. However, due to space constraint we restrict our discussion to deep learning based approaches.
3D Pose estimation given object category label: Current literature for this task can be grouped into two categories: (1) predict 2D keypoints from images and then align 3D models with these keypoints to recover 3D pose and (2) predict 3D pose directly from 2D images. The first category includes methods like Pavlakos et al. [29] and Wu et al. [37] which recover a full 6-dimensional pose (azimuth, elevation, camera-tilt, depth, image-translation). Both methods train on images that have been annotated with 2D keypoints that correspond to semantic keypoints on 3D object models. Given a 2D image, they first generate a probabilistic heatmap of 2D keypoints and then recover 3D pose by aligning these 2D keypoints with the 3D keypoints. The second category includes methods like Tulsiani and Malik [35] , Su et al. [33] , Mahendran et al. [25] and Wang et al. [36] , where they recover the 3D rotation between object and camera which corresponds to a 3-dimensional pose (azimuth, elevation, camera-tilt). [35] and [33] setup a pose-classification problem by discretizing the three angles into pose-labels and minimize the cross-entropy loss during training. [25] and [36] on the other hand, solve a pose regression problem. While [36] directly regresses the three angles with mean squared loss, [25] uses axis-angle or quaternion representations of 3D rotations and minimizes a geodesic loss during training. Our work is closest to [25] in that we also use an axis-angle representation and geodesic loss function while solving a 3D pose regression problem. However, a key difference between our work and [25] is that our network architecture is based on residual networks [14, 15] whereas [25] use VGG-M [7] as their base network. The other big difference is of course that we are trying to solve a much more challenging task of joint category and pose estimation. [22] does a good job of reviewing current literature on 3D pose estimation using deep networks.
Joint object category and pose estimation: Braun et al. [6] and Massa et al. [26, 27] work on the problem of joint object detection and pose estimation. Elhoseiny et al. [10] explicitly work on the problem of joint object category and pose estimation. However in all these works, the pose is restricted to just the azimuth or yaw angle. We, on the other hand, recover the full 3D rotation matrix which is a much harder problem. Also, these works all consider pose to be independent of category i.e. they set up a multi-task network that has separate branches for pose and category label, which are then treated independently. We design our pose network to be category-dependent i.e. there is a pose output associated with each object category, and our category network output determines final pose output. Paper Outline: We first describe our model for joint object category and 3D pose estimation in §3 specifically our network architecture §3.1 and the new category-dependent loss functions we use for the joint task §3.2. We then describe our experimental evaluation and analysis in §4.
Joint object category and pose estimation

Network architecture
At a high level, our network architecture is an extension of the architecture proposed in [25] (shown in Fig. 2 ) which consists of two parts: a feature network shared between all object categories and a pose network for each object category. Their overall network takes as input both an image and the ground-truth object category label, and selects the output of the pose network corresponding to the correct category as the final pose. In this paper, we consider the more challenging situation in which the object category is unknown. Therefore, our network architecture also includes a category network that takes as input the features returned by the feature network to estimate the object category label (shown in Fig. 3 ). The output of the category network is then used as an input to the pose network to detemine the final pose output. Another key difference is that we use a residual network ResNet-50 [14] as our feature network. To be more precise, in our experiments, we use the ResNet-50 upto stage-4 as our feature network, ResNet-50 stage-5 as our category network and the 3-layer pose networks in [25] as our pose networks. 
Loss functions and Representations
Our network returns the 3D pose, a rotation matrix R, and object category label c. In general, a loss function between ground-truth pose R * , ground-truth category label c * and our network output (R, c), can be expressed as L(R, c, R * , c * ) and one simple choice of the overall loss is to define it as a sum of the pose loss and category loss i.e. L(R, c, R * , c * ) = L pose (R(c), R * )+λL category (c, c * ). We use the standard categorical cross-entropy loss for our category loss. Note that the way we have depicted our pose loss L pose (R(c), R * ), it explicitly encodes the fact that our pose output depends on the estimated category.
The pose loss depends on how we represent a rotation matrix and we use the axis-angle representation,
where v corresponds to the axis of rotation and θ is the angle of rotation.
[v] × is the skew-symmetric matrix generated from vector
, we create a one-to-one correspondence between rotation R and axisangle vector y = θv. This allows us to use a geodesic loss function [24] on the space of rotation matrices L(R 1 , R 2 ) as our pose loss L pose .
The pose loss between two axis-angle vectors y 1 and y 2 is now defined as L p (y 1 , y 2 ) ≡ L(R 1 , R 2 ) where R 1 and R 2 are their respective rotation matrices. Let y i be the output of i-th pose network. When the object category is known, we can choose the pose output corresponding to the correct category label i.e. with groundtruth object category label c * , the pose output is y c * and then compare it with the true pose y * , i.e.
When we do not have the ground-truth object category label, we can estimate the pose output in two different ways which leads to the following two loss functions. Weighted loss function: Assuming the output of the category network is a probability vector whose i-th entry p(c = i) is the probability that the image corresponds to category i, the estimated pose is given by y wgt (c) = i y i p(c = i) leading to the pose loss
In the special case of know object category label, the probability vector p(c = i) = δ(c * = i) and Eqn. 3 simplifies to Eqn. 2. Also, note that it is valid to define y wgt (c) = i y i p(c = i) because a weighted sum of axisangle vectors is still an axis-angle vector. On the other hand, a weighted sum of rotation matrices is not guaranteed to be a rotation matrix. Taking the weighted sum of axis-angle vectors is analogous to projecting the corresponding rotation matrices to the tangent plane at identity, taking the weighted sum in the tangent plane and then projecting it back to the space of rotations.
Top-1 loss function: Instead of a weighted sum, if we choose the predicted object category label to be the one with the highest probability, i.e.ĉ = argmax i p(c = i), we get estimated pose y top1 (c) = y argmax i p(c=i) leading to the pose loss
Network training
We train the network in multiple steps. First, we fix the feature network to weights pre-trained for the Ima-geNet [9] image classification task. We then learn the category network and category-specific pose networks independent of each other. These are used to initialize the overall network which is then optimized at a lower learning rate with our new loss functions for the joint object category and pose estimation task. Like we mentioned earlier, we use the categorical cross-entropy loss for our category loss and the geodesic loss of Eqn. 1 for our pose loss. The same geodesic loss is also our evaluation metric and can be simplified using the Rodrigues' rotation formula,
× , to get viewpoint angle error (in degrees) between ground-truth rotation R * and predicted rotation R,
We use Adam optimizer [18] in all our experiments and our code was written in Keras [8] with TensorFlow backend [3] .
Results and Discussion
We first present the data we use for our experimental evaluation in §4.1. Then, in §4.2, we present an analysis of a pre-trained ResNet=50 network for the task of pose estimation. In §4.3 we discuss a key assumption we make, that category dependent networks work better than category independent networks. We then present our results on the 3D pose estimation given object category label task in §4.4. Finally, in §4.5 we present our experiments on the joint object category and pose estimation task.
Datasets
For our experiments, we use the challenging Pascal3D+ dataset (release version 1.1) [38] which consists of images of 12 common rigid object categories of interest: aeroplane (aero), bicycle (bike), boat, bottle, bus, car, chair, diningtable (dtable), motorbike (mbike), sofa, train and tvmonitor (tv). The dataset includes Pascal VOC 2012 images [2] and ImageNet images [9] annotated with 3D pose annotations that describe the position of the camera with respect to the object in terms of azimuth, elevation, camera-tilt, distance, image-translation and focal-length. We use the ImageNet-training+validation images as our training data, Pascal-training images as our validation data and Pascalvalidation images as our testing data. Like we mentioned earlier, we concentrate on the problem of joint object category and 3D pose estimation assuming we have bounding boxes around objects returned by an oracle. We use images that contain un-occluded and un-truncated objects that have been annotated with ground-truth bounding boxes. There are a total of 20,843 images that satisfy this criteria across these 12 categories of interest, with the number of images across the train-val-test splits detailed in Table 1 . We use the 3D pose jittering data augmentation technique proposed in [25] and the rendered images provided in [33] 1 to augment our training data.
Category
Train Val  Test Rendered  aeroplane  1765  242  244  198201  bicycle  794  108  112  199544  boat  1979  177  163  198949  bottle  1303  201  177  199641  bus  1024  149  144  198963  car  5287  294  262  194919  chair  967  161  180  196560  diningtable  737  26  17  195699  motorbike  634  119  127  199765  sofa  601  38  37  199888  train  1016  100  105  199718  tvmonitor  1195  167  191  199259  Total 17302 1782 1759 2381106 
Residual networks for 3D pose estimation
As mentioned earlier, one of our contributions is the use of the very popular residual networks designed by He et al. [14, 15] for the task of 3D pose estimation. Before we present our experimental results with residual networks, we would like to answer the question: Is there any merit in using residual networks at all? One way to answer the question is to see if the features/representations learned by these residual networks for the task of image classification generalize well to the task of pose estimation.
Previous works like [10] (for AlexNet [20] ), [25] (for VGG-M [7] ) and [12] (for ResNet-101 [14] ) have studied the applicability of features extracted from networks trained for the task of image classification, for the task of pose estimation. Image classification treats pose as a nuisance factor and the final output of networks trained for image classification are/should be pose invariant. However, [10] , [25] and [12] have shown that the features extracted from intermediate layers retain information relevant to pose estimation.
Network
Features We extract features at different stages of the ResNet-50 architecture with pre-trained weights. We then learn 3-layer fully connected pose networks of size d-1000-500-3 using these features. As can be seen in Fig. 4 and Table 2 , we find that features extracted at the end of Stage-4 are significantly better than the features extracted at the end of Stages-3 and 5. This is consistent with previous findings that show that (i) features become more specialized for the task they were trained for (image classification in this case) the deeper they are in the network, which explains why stage-4 features are better than stage-5, and (ii) deeper layers capture more complex information compared to simple edge detectors at the first few layers, which explains why stage-4 features are better than stage-3. We also perform the same experiment with features from another residual network, ResNet-101 Stage-4. We find that features extracted from the ResNet-50 network are better than those extracted from ResNet-101. More detailed results showing median viewpoint error for every object category are provided in Table 13 . 
Category-dependent pose networks
An implicit assumption we have made in our work is that our choice of category-dependent pose network architecture (also the choice of [35, 33, 25] ) is better than the choice of a category-independent pose network (the choice of [10, 6] ). This is based on the speculation that training category-specific pose networks learns features unique to that object category and helps improve pose estimation. In our architecture, some layers (the feature network) are shared between all object categories and some layers (the pose networks) are specific to each category. [10] discusses where the branching between category and pose estimation tasks should occur in their early branching (EBM) and late branching (LBM) models, but they do not discuss why they choose a category-independent pose network. We now validate our decision choice of category-specific pose networks empirically. For this experiment, we use the features extracted from ResNet-50 Stage-4. We then learn twelve 3layer pose networks, one for each object category, of size 1024-1000-500-3. To compare with a category independent pose network, we use these same features to learn a single pose network of size 1024-12000-500-3. Note that the intermediate layer is of size 12000 to have roughly the same number of total parameters as the 12 independent pose networks. As can be seen in Table 3 (more detail in Table 14) , solving for the pose in a per-category manner is better.
Method
Viewpoint error Category-dependent 19 .91 Category-independent 24.83 Table 3 . Median viewpoint error averaged across the object categories for the category-dependent and independent pose networks
3D pose estimation given object category
We now present our results on the task of 3D pose estimation given object category labels. In comparison to the experiments in Sec. 4.2 where the feature network was implicitly fixed, here, we train the overall network minus the category network i.e. we train the feature network and category-specific pose networks jointly with ground-truth object category labels. As we can see in Table 4 (more detailed results in Table 15 ), our method performs much better than 3D-pose-regression [25] which is also a regression based approach and slightly better than the poseclassification based approach of Viewpoints & Keypoints [35] . Our method is still behind Render-for-CNN [33] when averaged over all object categories but is better for 3 object categories Ours-ResNet50-Stage5+ has the best performance of these three models and we attribute it to the increased size of its pose and feature networks.
Method
Viewpoint error Viewpoints&Keypoints [35] 13.59 Render-for-CNN [33] 11.67 3D-pose-regression [25] 15 As can be seen in Table 4 , we perform better than [25] while solving a similar regression problem even though we use smaller feature network and pose networks ( Table 5 ). This is because of three main reasons: (i) We used a residual network as the feature network, which allows for a more compact representation, (ii) We include rendered images during the finetuning step (unlike [25] which only used flipped images for finetuning), and (iii) We used manual balancing to include images of all object categories in every mini-batch. Manually balancing i.e. selecting a fixed number of images for each object category in every mini-batch is an alternative implementation of the recommendation in Ubernet [19] where they recommend asynchronous gradient updates to balance the variability of data across various tasks and datasets.
Feature-network Pose-networks [25] VGG-M (FC6) 12 x 4096-4096-500-3 Ours-stage4 ResNet-50 (Stage-4) 12 x 1024-1000-500-3 Ours-stage5 ResNet-50 (Stage-5) 12 x 2048-1000-500-3 Ours-stage5+ ResNet-50 (Stage-5) 12 x 2048-2048-500-3 Table 5 . Feature and pose networks of different methods
As an ablative analysis, we run experiments to test the importance of including rendered images during the finetuning step and manually balancing the images in every mini-batch. For these experiments, we choose our feature network architecture to be ResNet-50 up to Stage-4 and our pose networks to be of size 1024-1000-500-3. As can be seen in Table 6 , rendered images and manual balancing help reduce the viewpoint error. A more detailed table of these results can be found in Table 16 .
We also test models with feature networks of ResNet-101 and ResNet-152 up to Stage-4. We expected these models to perform the best given the large number of parame- Table 6 . Ablative analysis of including rendered images in finetuning and manually balancing object categories in every mini-batch ters, however they did not. We speculate this is because: (i) the pre-trained feature network is more specialized for the task of image classification compared to ResNet-50, and (ii) larger networks were trained with smaller batch sizes and no manual-balancing to fit the network into a single GPU which is sub-optimal.
Joint object category and pose estimation
We now present the results of our experiments on the task of joint object category and pose estimation. As we mentioned earlier in Sec. 3.1, we choose our feature Network to be ResNet-50 up to Stage-4, our pose networks to be of size 1024-1000-500-3 and our category network to be ResNet-50 Stage-5. We train this network as described in Sec. 3.3 with the weighted loss and top-1 loss of Sec. 3.2. To evaluate our performance we report the object category estimation accuracy (cat-acc) and the median viewpoint error (pose-err), both averaged over all object categories. Table 7 . Object category estimation accuracy and median viewpoint error for the joint category and pose estimation task with different kinds of pose output. The "Initial" columns show performance with fixed feature network and independently trained category and pose networks. The "Final" columns show performance after finetuning the corresponding joint loss.
As can be seen in Table 7 , there is a trade-off between the two tasks of object category estimation and 3D pose estimation. We lose some category estimation accuracy for significant improvement in pose estimation performance. This is to be expected as the tasks of object category and pose estimation are orthogonal to each other i.e. the estimated object category label ideally is invariant to object pose. The feature network tries to learn a representation that is suitable for both tasks and in doing so, we observer the trade-off.
Another way of initializing the network is to first train the feature network and pose networks end-to-end assuming known category labels like in Sec. 4.4 and then train the category network keeping the feature network fixed. We call this initialization "pose-init" and call the initialization strategy described in Sec. 3.3 "feature-init". As can be seen in Table 8 , pose-init is better than feature-init for both types of pose outputs. This becomes clearer if we compare the number of trainable parameters in the three networks. The feature network has roughly 8M parameters, the pose networks have roughly 18M parameters and the category network has roughly 15M parameters. After we train the feature network + pose networks and fix them, the category network is able to compensate for pose specific features. We also tried different choices of λ, shown in Table 9 .
Initialization
Weighted Table 9 . Object category estimation accuracy and median viewpoint error for different choices of λ.
We also analyze performance when instead of the mostlikely (Top-1) category label, the category network returns multiple labels (Top-2/3). To compute the pose error with multiple predicted category labels, we compute the viewpoint error with the pose output of every predicted category and take the minimum value. For e.g., the pose error for the Top-3 category labels (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) using the notation of Sec. 3.2 is given by
As can be seen in Table 10 , increasing the number of possible category labels leads to an increase in both category estimation accuracy and reduction in pose estimation error. However, it must also be noted that this reduction of pose error is very likely an artifact of the above metric because when we use an oracle for category estimation (GT), the viewpoint error is higher than We also compare our performance with that of Elhoseiny et al. [10] , the current state-of-the-art on the joint object category and pose estimation task on the Pascal3D+ dataset. They report performance of azimuth angle estimation using the following metrics: (i) P%(< 22.5 • /45 • ): percentage of images that have pose error less than 22.5 • /45 • and (ii) AAAI: 1 − [min(|err|, 2π − |err|)/π]. We evaluate our models using these metrics for both azimuth error |az − az * | and 3D pose error ∆(R, R * ). For azimuth estimation, we predict 3D rotation matrix and then retrieve the azimuth angle. As can be seen in Table 11 , we perform better than [10] in both object category and pose estimation accuracy.
Method
cat-acc P% (< 22.5) P% (< 45) AAAI EBM(800) [10] 
Experiments on the RGBD dataset
The RGBD dataset [21] consists of images of 300 object instances from 51 object categories. These objects were placed on a turn-table and imaged at different azimuth angles for three elevations of 30 • , 45 • and 60 • . Of these 51 object categories, we selected a subset of 24 categories that do not have cylindrical symmetry (Appendix. A). We train on the images at elevations of 30 • and 60 • and test on the images at elevation 45 • . We augment the training data by jittering the original images using in-plane rotations from −5 • to 5 • in steps of 0.1 • . Our network architecture for this experiment is similar to our earlier network: ResNet-50 up to Stage-4 as the feature network and ResNet-50 Stage-5 for the category network. However, due to limited data we use a simpler 2-layer pose network. The first fully connected (FC) layer is shared between all object categories and is of size 100. The second layer is a fully connected layer of size 1 and activation 180 × tanh for every object category. We also include batch normalization layers (BN) and rectified linear units (ReLU) between the intermediate layers. In shorthand notation, our pose network is : Input(1024) -BN -FC(100 ) -BN -ReLU -{FC(1) -180 × tanh}×24. We train the pose networks with mean absolute error loss and Adam optimizer. We train the category network with categorical cross-entropy loss and Adam optimizer. Note that in this experiment, we do not finetune the overall network i.e. the feature network is fixed to pre-trained weights and only the pose networks and category network are trained. 
Conclusion
We have designed a residual network based architecture for the task of joint object category and 3D pose estimation. We have developed two new formulations and loss functions for category-specific pose networks when category label is not known: Weighted pose and Top-1 pose. We have shown state-of-the-art performance on the Pascal3D+ and RGBD datasets. We have analyzed our various decision choices, like : residual networks for 3D pose estimation, category-specific pose networks and manual-balancing, and shown empirical evidence for the same. We have also analyzed different initializations for the joint task and showed that "pose-init" is better than "feature-init". We have also tested our proposed networks on the 3D pose estimation with known object category task and shown competitive performance on the Pascal3D+ dataset. Table 17 . Object category estimation accuracy (cat-acc) and pose viewpoint error (pose-err) for experiments with joint networks. Detailed descriptions are provided in Sec. 4.5. Higher is better for cat-acc and lower is better for pose-err. Best results in bold.
Features
